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I was on vacation in Spain when it showed up — a suspicious node on my
left breast. A little lump by itself is no reason for panic; my breasts have
displayed fibro-cystic symptoms for my entire life. But I have a family
history of breast cancer and need to be super-attentive. As Willy Loman s̓
wife said, “Attention must be paid.”

So I went to the local clinic in the small town where I was staying, and
asked for a consultation with the doctor on duty. Who turned out to be a
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woman doctor, a general practitioner (GP), not an oncologist, as she
pointed out to me straightaway. Did I have any old mammograms with me
by chance? NO, I donʼt usually bring my file of breast x-rays with me on
vacation.

Well, she said, you have a lump in your left breast that could be
problematic. It is small, localized, no swelling of the lymph nodes under
your left arm, but it ought to be checked more thoroughly.

Did I want to do a mammogram in Spain? No, I didnʼt. I have them done
annually at home, and my next scheduled one was to be in six weeks.
Doctors prefer to wait a full 12 months between one and another, and I
wasnʼt inclined to jump the gun. An ultrasound was preferable. But to do it
in Spain meant doing it privately, expensively. At home I would be covered.

So I decided to cut short my vacation. I contacted the best cancer
hospital near my home, one noted for organizational efficiency as well as
scientific prowess. It accepts online appointments, but only if
accompanied by a written request from one s̓ GP. So I asked my GP to
prepare such a request and please send it to me electronically.

When she did, I attached it to my emailed request to the hospital and sent
it off immediately. The hospital is supposed to respond within 24 hours
because my doctor had marked my request “urgent”, but they didnʼt. So I
sent an email to the patient relations office of the hospital and they called
me next day. They couldnʼt read the doctorsʼ handwriting but were willing
to take it on faith that I had an emergency.

I arrived 15 minutes early for my scheduled 9[15 am appointment.
Following the instructions I had been given by phone, I took a number and
waited my turn at the receiving desk. Half an hour later, and edgy because
I donʼt like to be late for appointments, I found myself in front of the
reception clerk at counter number one. He looked at my paperwork and
said, “Sorry, you are in the wrong line.”

“What do you mean, the wrong line?” I groaned. “ I was following your



instructions. It s̓ time for my appointment right now, and I got here early.”
The fellow took pity on me, saying, “One of my colleagues here is the right
person to talk to. She will take you now so you donʼt have to wait in line
again.”

The “right personʼ was at counter number four. She took five minutes to
verify my personal documents and establish that my appointment, made
electronically, was valid. Then she shook her head. “There is a problem.
You asked for a consultation with a specialist. Your doctor s̓ request is for
a sonogram.”

“That s̓ because I was in Spain. I made the request by email. I didnʼt know
what would be appropriate so I just said ‘consultation.̓ My doctor was
here. She requested a sonogram because it s̓ too soon for another
mammo for me. It doesnʼt make any difference if an oncology specialist
checks me or a radiology specialist checks me. I just need to be checked
NOW. I have a family history of cancer and a problematic node on my
breast. That s̓ why I flew back from Spain yesterday.”

Number Four was unperturbed. “It makes a difference to us. Your doctor
requested a sonogram, not a visit with a specialist. We donʼt have any
specialists available right now, unless you want to see one privately. That
will cost $130. If you want a sonogram, you have to go to another line and
book it. I canʼt tell you if an appointment will be possible today, but
probably not.”

I was fuming. All this bureaucratic aggravation after paying for a ticket
from Spain, paying the tolls and parking, gasoline from home to here, the
early hour, the wait? In the end, I would have spent less in time, energy,
anxiety, and cash by having a sonogram done in Spain. The clerk saw that
I was agitated. She wanted to remove me from her sightline. “If you are
not happy with these alternatives, you can talk to our public relations
officer. Her office is right down the hall, over there.”

“Yes, I will do that,” I said, scooping up my documents (health card,
identity card, doctor s̓ request, 10 years of mammograms, five years of



sonograms, and a set of MRIs), and marching down the hall to the office
of public relations. Which was locked, although it looked inhabited (light
on, coat on rack). I paced up and down in front of the office for 10
minutes, watching a number of pale-faced, trembling women glide in and
out of offices labeled “sonograms”, “mammograms”, and “consultation”.
Eventually a skinny young man in a white coat asked me if he could help.
He looked more like a lab technician than an intern, or maybe he was a
psychology student dispatched to calm the nerves of waiting patients.

“I am waiting for the occupant of this office,” I told him, and added a few
details of my discomfiture. “Our PR representative is probably just getting
a cup of coffee,” he offered. “She should be back shortly.” And he
continued down the hall, perhaps to dispense calming medicine to other
patients.

Fifteen minutes later, no PR person. I was seething at this point, since
every minute represented an additional parking charge that would come
out of my pocket. So when White Coat drifted back into sight, I accosted
him: “This lady is taking an awfully long time for coffee.” His eyes widened
briefly, then he pointed to a sign outside the PR office. “This service
doesnʼt officially open till 10[30 am. “

“NOW you tell me?” I exploded. Number Four had not mentioned that little
detail either. I had already wasted 90 minutes in the hospital without
accomplishing anything, and had no intention of wasting another half an
hour. Expressing my displeasure in a loud, impolite voice — loud enough
that the pale-faced patients floating near me in the corridor turned to look
with suddenly red faces — I gathered my documents up yet again and
stomped back to the parking lot and drove the 30 miles back home.

Now I was feeling the pressure. I wanted an examination THAT DAY. Under
normal circumstances, such a presumption would be impossible in Italy,
but I had the magic “urgent” designation on my medical request. I called a
nearby clinic, and an answering machine told me to call back at 2[30 pm.
So I fired up my computer to check for other local clinics that performed
sonograms . . . and discovered that my Internet connection was down.



Two hours, and several orders of stress magnitude later, my connection
was working again. But by then, it was almost 2[30. I decided to walk to
the nearby clinic and hope for the best. The two nurses at reception were
sympathetic to my plight but “the doctor who does our sonograms is not
here in the afternoons”. I pulled out all the plugs — my harrowing trip from
Spain, the incompetence at the name hospital, a family history of cancer,
fear of death, fear of God, tears. To no apparent avail. I left the clinic,
dejected, and was on my cellphone calling another local clinic when the
doorman ran after me. “Please return to the clinic.”

The nurses had taken pity on me and had called around and found
another clinic, close by, that was willing to give me an appointment in two
hours.

I thanked them profusely. Finally I had my encounter with a specialist.

The rest is incidental. The doctor who did my sonogram found nothing
alarming, but urged me to follow through with my regular mammo next
month. My GP embraced me with joy when I told her. My family was
relieved, as — of course — was I.

But now here is the question: if I ever need a world-class oncologist at
short notice — absent the aggravation that can be more lethal than a
tumor — where can I go?


